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Abstract—When chromosomes are being separated in prep-
aration for cell division, their motions are slow (~16 nm/s)
relative to the speed at which many motor enzymes can move
their cellular cargoes (160–1000 nm/s and sometimes even
faster) and at which microtubules depolymerize (~200 nm/s).
Indeed, anaphase chromosome speeds are so slow that
viscous drag puts little load on the mechanisms that generate
the relevant forces (Nicklas, Adv. Cell Biol. 2:225, 1971).
Available evidence suggests that chromosome speed is due to
some form of regulation. For example, big and little
chromosomes move at about the same speed, chromosomes
that have farther to go move faster than others, and
chromosome speed is affected by both temperature and an
experimentally applied load. In this essay we review data on
these phenomena and present our ideas about likely prop-
erties of the mechanisms that regulate chromosome speed.

Keywords—Mitosis, Cell division, Chromosome motion,

Force–velocity relation.

THE MITOTIC SPINDLE AND THE MOTIONS

OF CHROMOSOMES

Cell division is essential to life. In eukaryotes, seg-
regation of duplicated chromosomes into the daughter
cells is performed by the ‘‘mitotic spindle,’’ a cellular
machine made from microtubules (MTs) and many
associated proteins. Key steps in this process include
the attachment of MTs to chromosomes, the MT-dri-
ven alignment of chromosomes at the midplane of the
spindle, and the symmetric separation of chromosomes
in ‘‘anaphase.’’ The spindle MTs are organized in a
bipolar arrangement (Fig. 1). Our focus in this paper is
on the speeds at which spindle-attached chromosomes
move during mitosis, particularly the motion of the
duplicated chromosomes to the separate spindle poles,

which enable the formation of the two daughter cell
nuclei.

Chromosomes range in size and shape from almost
spherical objects, ~0.25 lm in diameter, to elongate
double cylinders (attached to each other in one region)
that are ~1 lm in diameter and as much as 10 lm long.
Thus, describing their speed requires some definitions
and details. When cells enter the division process, their
DNA has already duplicated, so each mitotic chromo-
some is composed of two genetically identical parts
called ‘‘chromatids’’; these are bound together at a single
site called the ‘‘centromere.’’ Each chromatid includes
one specialized region called a ‘‘kinetochore’’ located at
its centromere. Kinetochores are the principal sites of
interaction between a chromosome and the MTs of the
mitotic spindle. Kinetochores are composed of ~60–100
different types of proteins, including motor enzymes,
non-motor proteins that interact with MTs, fibrous
proteins that couple these MT-interaction sites with the
underlying DNA, and regulatory proteins, such as
protein kinases and phosphatases.8,11

In addition to their attachment to kinetochores,
spindle MTs can also push on the arms of a chromo-
some, using either comparatively slow and non-pro-
cessive motors from the kinesin super-family that bind
to chromatin57 or simply through MT polymerization
dynamics. Microtubules are linear polymers assembled
from the protein tubulin, and their polymerization can
exert a force. These forces are, however, weak. The
relevant motors, called ‘‘chromo-kinesins,’’ produce
only ~1 pN per MT, and their speed is ~150 nm/s,6 so
the majority of a chromosome’s movements are de-
fined by the MTs that bind to kinetochores; these are
called ‘‘KMTs.’’ In big cells there is a bundle of KMTs
that accumulates on each kinetochore during early
mitosis, making a ‘‘K-fiber.’’ In the cells of higher
eukaryotes, such bundles contain 5–75 MTs, so they
are visible in the light microscope. In some small cells,
budding yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) for example,
there is only 1 KMT/kinetochore.
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Descriptions of chromosome motion commonly re-
fer to motions of one or both kinetochores. They use
either one of the spindle poles or a point midway
between the poles as the origin of a Cartesian frame of
reference; one axis of this frame is parallel to the pole-
to-pole axis (Fig. 1). The majority of chromosome
motions are approximately parallel to this axis, which
is also approximately parallel to the bulk of the spindle
MTs in any region of the spindle. Thus, chromosome
motions can generally be thought of as along MTs or
in association with a MT end.

Chromosome motion in anaphase is usually at
~1 lm/min (~16 nm/s), though some cells beat this by
as much as a factor of 5. At these speeds, the viscous
drag on a chromosome of average size is only a frac-
tion of a pN, even assuming that the viscosity of
cytoplasm is substantially greater than that of
water.34,54 To estimate the drag force, note that the
slow motions and small length scales mean that the
Reynolds number is very low (<10�7), so viscous ef-
fects dominate. In this overdamped limit, the magni-
tude of the drag force opposing an object’s motion is
proportional to the speed of its motion through the
fluid: F ¼ fv: The drag coefficient can be estimated
assuming a fluid of viscosity g and treating the chro-
mosome as a cylinder of length L and aspect ratio
a = L/D that is dragged through the fluid perpendic-
ular to its long axis. In this case14

f � 4pgL
ln a

: ð1Þ

For a mitotic chromosome, the largest possible drag
coefficient would occur for the largest length, L �
10 lm, and then a� 10. Even for a large viscosity of 10
Poise (1000 times that of water, consistent with the
high end of measured estimates of cytoplasmic

viscosity10), we estimate a drag coefficient of
f � 5:5� 10�2 g/s. The resulting force required to drag
the chromosome at a speed of 16 nm/s would be F �
0.9 pN.

Earlier in mitosis, however, when chromosomes
make their initial contact with spindle fibers, motions
are commonly ~10-fold faster than in anaphase.44

These motions approximate the speeds of granules and
vesicles that move during interphase in the same cells.40

This similarity has led to the view that early chromo-
some motions are caused by the same motors that
move granules. The presence of motor enzymes at the
kinetochores (e.g., cytoplasmic dynein and two or
more different kinesins) is consistent with this view.
Structural studies at sufficient resolution have also
determined that early chromosome motions commonly
occur over the surface of MTs, similar to vesicle
transport,26,43 so this view is likely to be correct. Since
the motions are at normal motor speeds, there does not
seem to be additional regulation of their speeds.

There is, however, a lack of understanding of the
factors that control the directions and magnitudes of
pre-anaphase chromosome motions. If one kineto-
chore interacts with the spindle, it will commonly pull
the whole chromosome in the direction of the nearest
spindle pole. Sometimes both kinetochores will interact
with spindle MTs that emanate from the same spindle
pole, again pulling the whole chromosome immediately
poleward. However, proper chromosome attachment
to the spindle requires that sister kinetochores interact
with MTs that emanate from sister poles (Fig. 1), and
in this case a chromosome’s two kinetochores are
pulled in opposite directions. One would then imagine
that the net force exerted by the spindle would be zero,
at least on average, and indeed the DNA at the cen-
tromere is stretched, suggesting the action of opposing
forces on the centromere.50 At this time, though,
chromosomes in most cells are not static; they oscillate
back and forth, moving approximately parallel to the
spindle axis.41 Chromosome speed during these oscil-
lations is about the same in both directions, but the
durations of the movements are not, leading to a bias
in net movement that gradually and irregularly moves
the chromosomes to the spindle equator, forming the
‘‘metaphase plate’’ of grouped chromosomes. How
chromosome position is sensed and thus the motion
directed toward the metaphase plate is an important,
unsolved problem that will not be considered further
here.

Several workers have been able to place visible
marks on K-fibers, such as spots of either bright or
dim fluorescence, using a labeled form of tubulin.17,33

Time series images of kinetochores relative to these
marks and to the spindle poles have allowed a more
precise description of chromosome motion relative to

FIGURE 1. Diagram of a mitotic spindle, as might be found in
an animal cell. Ch labels one of three chromosomes, which
are each composed of two chromatids, thanks to previous
DNA replication. K labels a kinetochore and KMT labels a
bundle of kinetochore-associated MTs. MTs indicates other
spindles MTs, some of which are called nonKMTs, and A
indicates MTs that project out from the spindle, called astral
MTs. Coordinates x and y indicate Cartesian axes relative to
the center of the spindle for descriptions of motion. Most
chromosome motion is approximately along the x axis. Re-
drawn from McIntosh et al.29
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spindle MTs than is possible simply with images of
the chromosomes themselves. The results show that
mitotic cells from different species have quite different
patterns of chromosome motion relative to K-fibers,
both in metaphase and anaphase. In many metaphase
cells, when the chromosomes are on average at the
spindle midplane, motion of the K-fibers occurs away
from the kinetochores, a ‘‘flux’’ that requires the
addition of tubulin subunits to the KMTs at or near
the kinetochores and a depolymerization of these
MTs at or near the spindle pole.23 This MT flux is
generally slow (~16 nm/s) and of constant speed. In
very big spindles, like the 40-lm-long spindles formed
in fertilized frog eggs, the speed of flux in non-KMTs
varies with position in the spindle,24 suggesting that
the MTs that comprise these spindles are short rela-
tive to the spindle’s length, and that tubulin comes on
and off MT ends scattered throughout the spindle.60

In cells from vertebrates and many other species,
anaphase motion of chromosomes to the spindle poles,
called ‘‘anaphase-A,’’ begins with a depolymerization
of the K-fiber at the kinetochore.39 As the the chro-
mosomes near the spindle poles, however, this motion
slows, and continued anaphase-A results from K-fiber
depolymerization at the spindle pole.23 In yeasts
(Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces
pombe), however, there is no indication of tubulin
depolymerization near the spindle pole at any time.25

In a nematode worm (Caenorhabditis elegans), most of
anaphase chromosome motion occurs with K-fibers of
approximately constant length (no anaphase-A), but
the spindle poles move apart, increasing the separation
between sister chromosomes through an elongation of
the spindle; this is commonly called ‘‘anaphase-B.’’21

In the sperm-forming cells of at least two insects,
marks on K-fibers show KMT flux toward the spindle
poles in both metaphase and anaphase, so here ana-
phase chromosome separation relies entirely on depo-
lymerization of the K-fiber at the spindle poles,9,22

followed by spindle elongation. In short, the kine-
matics of chromosomes relative to their K-fibers are
complex and show variability with both time in mitosis
and the species of cell studied. We conclude that the
motions of kinetochores relative to the KMTs to which
they bind are controlled by the cell.

Most spindles show both an anaphase-A and an
anaphase-B, though the relative contribution of these
two motions to chromosome separation is variable
between species. Commonly, chromosome segregation
begins with anaphase-A, and -B begins just as -A is
finishing. Anaphase-B can be extensive, depending on
the size of the spindle relative to the size of the cell; in
some elongate fungi, the spindle at the end of chro-
mosome motion is more than ten times the length of

the spindle at metaphase, but in most cells anaphase-B
simply doubles the length of the metaphase spindle.

CHROMOSOME DYNAMICS

By the time of metaphase, most if not all anaphase
chromosomes are associated through their kineto-
chores with the ends of one or more MTs. For this
reason the slower motions of anaphase have been
thought to be regulated by MT dynamics.28,35 One
school of thought has suggested that considerable
work must be done by the kinetochore and/or spindle
pole to take KMTs apart, particularly since many
spindle MTs that are not kinetochore-associated
elongate during anaphase at the time that KMTs are
shortening. Thus, an apparently attractive model for
the control of chromosome speed is that in early
mitosis chromosomes move over MT walls at rates
defined by the kinetics of kinetochore-associated mo-
tor enzymes, and subsequent chromosome slowing is
defined by the need to depolymerize KMTs for chro-
mosomes to approach the poles.

More recent studies on chromosome dynamics have,
however, made this model more complex. In two dis-
tantly related yeasts (Saccharomyces cerevisiae and
Schizosaccharomyces pombe) it has been possible to de-
lete all kinetochore-associated motor enzymes that
move toward the spindle pole, yet chromosome-to-pole
motions continued at normal speeds.18,53 These results
have been interpreted to suggest that the forces for
anaphase-A come not from motor enzymes but from
MTs themselves. Indeed, several studies of the interac-
tions between kinetochore proteins and MTs in vitro
have shown that bothmotors and some non-motorMT-
associated proteins can follow the end of a shortening
MT in an ATP-independent manner, with force gener-
ated from the energy stored in the MT lattice as tubulin
depolymerizes.31 The most recent of these studies de-
scribed as much as 30 pN derived from the shortening of
a singleMT,56 so thismode of force generation can easily
move the chromosomes, even if their arms have become
entangled and the load the spindlemust carry far exceeds
that imposed by viscous drag.

The observation that motors are dispensable for
anaphase-A poses a problem for understanding the
regulation of mitotic speeds: if MT dynamics are
generating mitotic forces, can they also be resisting
motion, so they regulate speed? Since MT depoly-
merization shows typical speeds of ~200 nm/s, it
seems that the control of mitotic chromosome mo-
tions must involve additional factors or processes that
serve to regulate the rate of MT shortening. Whatever
this control mechanism might be, it displays several
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subtleties of behavior that make it quite intriguing, as
described below.

A second aspect of mitotic chromosome motion is
the speed imparted by a kinetochore’s attachment to a
spindle pole. Poles move apart, both during spindle
formation and during Anaphase-B. In some cells
spindle elongation is driven by motor activity near the
spindle’s midplane, where antiparallel spindle MTs
interdigitate (Fig. 2).7 In other cells the force for
spindle elongation comes from motors located near the
cell’s cortex, which can pull on the astral MTs that
project away from the spindle and interact with the cell
cortex.1 In the latter case, the direction and speed of
motion are controlled by the sliding of the interdigi-
tating MTs near the anaphase spindle midplane; these
both slow elongation46 and assure that the two poles
are moving in opposite directions. Both of these motor
drives for spindle elongation are coupled to MT
dynamics, because the sliding apart of the interdigi-
tating MTs of the interpolar spindle is accompanied by
a lengthening of these MTs through addition of
tubulin at their pole-distal ends.47 Anaphase B usually
occurs at about the rate of chromosome motion (1 lm/
min or ~16 nm/s). Again, we see MT dynamics as a
potential regulator for mitotic motions, with the driv-
ing force for the motion coming from spindle motors.

EXPERIMENTAL PERTURBATIONS OF

CHROMOSOME RATES

Schapp and Forer have performed a detailed study
of the temperature dependence of anaphase rates in
two insects.48 Their paper also assembles data from
previous studies on the same issue in plant and sea
urchin cells. In addition, they measured the effect of
temperature on the Brownian motion of intracellular
particles, as a reporter for cytoplasmic viscosity, and
concluded that the 2–3-fold increase in chromosome
speed for a 10 �C change in temperature is a bigger
effect than can be explained by physical changes in the

medium through which chromosomes move. From all
these data one can say with confidence that chromo-
somes move faster at higher temperatures, and the
change is big enough to imply a rather high activation
energy, about 63–105 kJ/mol, or 36–60 kBT at 23 �C,
assuming that the same reaction is rate-limiting at all
temperatures used.48 These numbers imply a rate-lim-
iting step whose activation energy will be overcome
only occasionally, a likely feature for so slow a motion
as anaphase chromosome movement. In this context it
is noteworthy that analogous measurements of speed
as a function of temperature have recently been made
for a cardiac myosin. Here a 10 �C change in temper-
ature produced a change in Kcat of about a factor of
3,45 so large activation energies are found even with a
much simpler mechanochemical system, here repre-
sented by a purified enzyme. The implications of these
data for regulation of anaphase are that speed control
involves a process with a big activation energy, but it
doesn’t tell us what that process is.

Nicklas designed a clever set of experiments to ask
where within the spindle the temperature-dependent
rate of chromosome motion was set.36 He put grass-
hopper spermatocytes onto the stage of an inverted
microscope in a cool room (~11 �C). A minute ni-
chrome wire carrying a controlled electric current was
used to add heat to different regions of dividing cells.
His evidence demonstrated temperature gradients
within cells treated this way: spindle birefringence
increases with temperature, and by viewing his cells
through crossed polarizing filters, he saw that bire-
fringence was higher on the warmed side of the cell. He
confirmed that when the whole cell was warmed,
chromosomes moved faster, as in the work from the
Forer lab. In cells with a temperature gradient along
the spindle axis, the chromosomes on the two sides of
the spindle always moved at the same speed; their rate
was defined by the temperature at the mid-region of
the spindle, where MTs that do not associate with
kinetochores interdigitate with their counterparts from
the opposite pole (Fig. 2). These results in sum tell us

FIGURE 2. Diagrams of chromosomes segregating in anaphase. (a) Chromosomes partially separated, thanks to a decrease in the
distance between kinetochores and poles (anaphase-A). The nonKMTs long enough to extend into the opposite half-spindle
interdigitate with their counterparts from the opposite pole. (b) Continued chromosome separation thanks to a further decrease in
the kinetochore-pole distance and an increase in the separation between the poles (anaphase-B). This motion is usually accom-
panied by both growth and sliding of the interdigitating MTs. Redrawn from McIntosh et al.29
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that the factors regulating chromosome speed are
positively regulated by temperature. They also suggest
that at least in insect spermatocytes the rate of MT
sliding in the spindle’s midzone may contribute to the
rate of anaphase-A, but they don’t help us understand
what the regulatory factors are.

Nicklas also experimented with the effects of added
loads on the speed of anaphase chromosomes. He took
advantage of the robust membrane around insect
spermatocytes and used a mechanically calibrated glass
micro-needle to deform the membrane far enough to
push on an anaphase chromosome and resist its pole-
ward motion.37 (This is a little like using one’s fingers
to manipulate an object inside a water balloon.) As the
retarding force was increased, chromosome speed
decreased approximately linearly with increasing load,
stalling at an estimated added load of ~700 pN/kine-
tochore. These results imply that chromosome speed in
anaphase is not simply load-limited, but that opposing
force can induce significant slowing. However, deter-
mining what these experiments say about the force
generated per KMT is not easy.

Nicklas and colleagues had studied K-fibers in the
spermatocytes of a related species by electron micros-
copy.38 These structural data suggested that there were
about 45 KMTs/kinetochore, but that only ~15 of
these made a connection from kinetochore to pole.
Nicklas therefore used the latter number to estimate
the force each KMT could generate when under
maximal load: ~40 pN/MT. It must be added that a
recent study that used laser trapping with infrared light
to slow or arrest chromosome motion in spermatocytes
of crane flies found that only 6–10 pN per kinetochore
was sufficient to stop anaphase-A, a factor of ~100 less
than observed by Nicklas.16 The reasons for this dis-
crepancy are not obvious, but the observations mean
that the forces developed by a spindle in anaphase are
not known for certain. In our opinion, there may be
issues of photo-damage from the laser beam in the
latter experiments, and Nicklas’ observations are
probably a better representation of true spindle forces.
Regardless of this view, the kinematics reviewed above
show that whatever the magnitude of spindle forces,
the rates of resulting chromosome motions are regu-
lated.

Two other genre of experiment have probed the
regulation of anaphase speed: studies of spindles in
lysed cells, where conditions can be modified by the
observer, and the use of mutants to alter proteins be-
lieved to be important for chromosome motion.
Spindles grown in cell-free extracts of frog egg cyto-
plasm have confirmed that ATP is required for spindle
elongation,12 but no work has yet been done to mod-
ulate conditions and observe their effects on chromo-
some speed. When cultured cells have been lysed

during early anaphase with buffers that stabilized the
spindle, additional chromosome-to-pole motion
requires ATP and the addition of Ca++, an agent
known to promote MT depolymerization in vitro.51

These data suggest that MT depolymerization is nec-
essary to allow chromosomes to move poleward, but
neither of these studies has informed us about the
mechanisms that regulate mitotic speeds. Likewise, the
many mutations that have been made in genes
important for spindle function have not yet turned up
anything to illuminate the regulation of anaphase
rates.

INTERPRETATIONS AND MODELS

OF THE DATA

Once kinetochores attach to the pole-distal (plus)
ends of KMTs, chromosome motion is necessarily
coupled to tubulin dynamics. In yeasts, the data tell us
that pole-directed motor enzymes are not needed for
chromosome-to-pole motion, but analogous data from
higher cells are not yet available. It appears that MT
depolymerization at the kinetochore is a driving force
for anaphase-A, at least in yeasts, but spindle kine-
matics in other cells show that at least some of ana-
phase-A is associated with tubulin depolymerization at
the spindle pole. In insect spermatocytes, the pole is the
only site of KMT depolymerization. Both kinetochores
and poles are sites where kinesin 13s are localized42;
these are enzymes that use the energy of ATP hydro-
lysis to promote cycles of tubulin depolymerization
and MT shortening.13 Kinesin 8s, which also promote
MT shortening20,55 are commonly found at kineto-
chores,52,58 even in yeasts, which lack kinesin 13s.
Thus, even if tubulin dynamics are driving chromo-
some motion, motors may be affecting and controlling
the rate of MT depolymerization. Thus, the rate of
anaphase-A may be motor-regulated, even if the en-
ergy that drives it comes ultimately from MT depoly-
merization.

A structural fact of some relevance has emerged
from detailed study of KMT end shape in several
species. In cells from a mammal (Potorus tridactylus
kidney [PtK1] cells),27 a nematode (Caenorhabditis
elegans embryonic blastomeres), two yeasts (Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces pombe),
and a green alga (Chlamydomonas reinhardtii)30 KMTs
are flared at their kinetochore-proximal end, both in
metaphase and anaphase. When chromosomes are
moving poleward, the length of the flares on KMTs are
distinctly longer than in metaphase, suggesting that the
rate-limiting process in KMT shortening is not the loss
of tubulin from the MT ends but the process by which
adjacent strands of tubulin in the MT wall split apart.
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These ‘‘lateral’’ bonds between polymerized tubulins
might themselves be regulated, but control seems more
likely to be exercised through MT-associated proteins,
which bind polymerized tubulins and help to hold
adjacent ‘‘protofilaments’’ together. The regulation of
these ‘‘staples’’ by a post-translational modification,
such as phosphorylation, is a way in which cells might
control protofilament splitting and thus the rate of
KMT depolymerization. Such a mechanism, either
working in parallel with a kinesin 13 or on its own,
could govern rates of MT shortening and thus chro-
mosome motion in ways that are compatible with all
the data discussed above.

Molecular Friction as a Regulator of Chromosome
Speed: A Model Based on Yeast Proteins Studied In

Vitro

Recent work on yeast kinetochore proteins inter-
acting with MTs in vitro casts some light on the regu-
lation of depolymerization rates for MT plus ends. The
yeast kinetochore protein complex called Dam1 (a.k.a.
DASH) is assembled from 10 different proteins; once
formed, this complex can assemble into rings around
MTs.32,59 The presence of such a ring slows the rate of
tubulin depolymerization.19 Moreover, when a force
opposing motion is applied to the ring, e.g., by
attaching it to a glass sphere that can be captured in a
laser trap, the depolymerization of the surrounded MT
can generate up to 30 pN of force/MT with an expo-
nential dependence of the speed on opposing force.56

The data fit nicely to a model that uses two exponential
decay constants: one for the fast motions that occur
under low load, and one for the slower motions that

occur when the load is higher (Fig. 3). Intriguingly, the
force–velocity curve from this work based on purified
components is quite similar to equivalent data
obtained with isolated yeast kinetochores, whose
chemical composition is not explicitly known, but is
sure to be more complex than the simple system.2

The properties of interactions between a MT wall
and oligomers of the Dam1 complex have been
assessed by measuring the one-dimensional diffusion of
fluorescent Dam1 associated with a MT wall. The
diffusion rate decreases exponentially with the degree
of Dam1 oligomerization. When as many as nine
subunits are in a single complex, its bonds with the MT
wall are so strong that diffusion becomes unmeasur-
ably slow; an oligomer containing the ~16 subunits
necessary to form a complete Dam1 ring probably
diffuses at a negligible rate. The measured one-
dimensional diffusion coefficient for smaller complexes
corresponds to an activation energy for Dam1 move-
ment over the MT wall of 8.7 ± 0.7 kBT/Dam1–
tubulin interaction, so for this ring to move with the
shortening MT end, it must undergo a ‘‘forced walk’’;
it is pushed along by the depolymerizing MT.19 It
seems intuitively plausible that such a device could
serve as a regulator for the speed for anaphase-A.

Here we consider a model for chromosome speed
regulation based upon the molecular friction provided
by the Dam1 ring. Consider a chromosome connected
to a single depolymerizing MT by N connectors per
MT, where the maximal value of N is 13, the number
of protofilaments in a MT. As each connector moves
along the MT, we assume that it experiences molecular
friction, i.e., each connector has hopping rates forward
and backward that are force dependent: the forward

FIGURE 3. Left, force–velocity relation for the molecular-friction model in the high and low force regimes. We plotted (points) and
fit (lines) to the data of Volkov et al.56 and Akiyoshi et al.2 in the two force regimes. The fits shown here used Fd = 30 pN. In the
high-speed (low-opposing-force) regime, we estimate khs � 7.9 3 1024/s and Nhs � 2.7, and in the low-speed (high-opposing-force)
regime we estimate kls � 2.2/s and Nls � 23. Right, schematic of the molecular-friction model. A depolymerizing microtubule exerts
a force Fd shared by N independent linkers which connect to the chromosome. The chromosome experiences a drag force fv and
possible additional opposing force Fo.
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hopping rate (in the positive x direction, which is to-
ward the MT minus end) is k+(F) and the backward
hopping rate is k�(F). The simplest model of molecular
friction is that the hopping rates are exponentially
force dependent5:

k� ¼ koe
�bFðd2��Þ; ð2Þ

where ko is the hopping rate in the absence of force,
b = 1/(kBT) � 0.25/(pN nm) is the inverse tempera-
ture in energy units, F is the net force on the connector
attachment, d is the spacing between binding sites
along the MT, assumed to be the 8-nm MT lattice
spacing, and � is a parameter that characterizes the
asymmetry of the molecular binding potential as the
connector moves along the MT. Typically �� d and
this parameter can be neglected; we will neglect it for
our initial estimates.

The net force F is determined by the force exerted by
MT depolymerization, the drag force on the chromo-
some, and any applied force opposing depolymeriza-
tion. The depolymerization force exerted by the MT is
Fd. Each connector is assumed to act as a spring, and is
stretched so that it exerts a spring force Fs in the
negative x direction on the MT and the same magni-
tude of force in the positive x direction on the chro-
mosome (Fig. 3). The chromosome experiences a drag
force fv in the negative x direction as well as a possible
opposing force Fo. We assume that the chromosome
moves at constant speed, so the net force on it is zero,
and that each connector exerts the same spring force.
Thus, the sum of the spring forces balances the drag
force, and NFs ¼ fvþ Fo: Each connector attached to
the MT experiences a net force F ¼ ðFd � fv� FoÞ=N:

The net speed of motion is then

v ¼ dðkþ � k�Þ; ð3Þ

v ¼ dko ebFðd=2þ�Þ � e�bFðd=2��Þ
h i

; ð4Þ

v � dko exp
bdðFd � FoÞ

2N
; ð5Þ

where in the last line we have neglected the asymmetry
parameter of the potential, the drag force (assuming
that fv� Fd), and the smaller exponential term.

What is the best numerical value of the depoly-
merization force Fd? The experiments of Volkov et al.
measured an average depolymerization force of 9 pN
and a maximum of 30 pN. In this work, high force
values depended on the use of a force-clamp, applied
as the MT shortened over about 1 lm, in a complex
experimental setup for which not every trial is optimal.
This suggests that the maximal value is more likely to
represent the force that a depolymerizing MT can

actually generate than the mean, whose value is biased
down by less successful experiments. However, we also
note that the change in slope of the force–velocity
relation occurs at approximately 9 pN, suggesting the
possibility of a force-dependent change in the nature of
the motion. Therefore we studied the effects of using
either 9 or 30 pN as the value of Fd.

We can estimate ko from the diffusion measure-
ments of Volkov et al.56 They found an estimated
diffusion coefficient for the whole ring in the range
10�8–10�6 lm2/s = 0.01–1 nm2/s. Therefore, the typ-
ical time to hop a distance d = 8 nm is s = d2/(2D)
with values in the range 32�3200 s. This gives a very
slow hopping rate constant in the range
ko = 3.1 9 10�4�10�2/s. With this slow rate constant,
Fd = 30 pN, and N = 13, Eq. (5) gives a zero-force
speed of 0.025�2.5 nm/s, quite different from the
300 nm/s measured by Volkov et al. However, if we
use this rate constant and N = 3, we estimate a zero-
force speed of 55�5500 nm/s, a range which includes
the measurement of Volkov et al. This suggests that a
molecular-friction model could be consistent with the
data of Volkov et al., if the effective number of
attachments is significantly less than 13. This situation
is in fact likely, given that the geometry of a planar ring
with ~16 subunits is incommensurate with a MT lattice
comprising 13 protofilaments, a three-start left-handed
helical arrangement of the a- and b-tubulin subunits,
and a seam (the likely structure of MTs in vivo). In-
deed, observations of microbeads coupled to Dam1
complexes and bound to shortening MTs have dis-
played a wobbling that suggests irregular motion as
Dam1 oligomers are pushed by bending protofilaments
over the MT lattice.19

The observation of Volkov et al. that the exponen-
tial decay constant of the force–velocity relation
changes at around 9 pN opposing force could perhaps
occur because the value of N (the number of inde-
pendently moving attachments) is different in the two
force regimes. Motivated by these observations, we fit
our model to the pooled data of Volkov et al.56 and
Akiyoshi et al.,2 allowing ko and N to be free param-
eters separately fit in the two speed regimes with
Fd = 30 pN. From these fits we estimate khs �
7.9 9 10�4/s and Nhs � 2.7 in the high-speed (low-
opposing-force) regime, and kls � 2.2/s and Nls � 23 in
the low-speed (high-opposing-force) regime (Fig. 3).
The low value for N when the ring is moving quickly is
plausible, because the short dwell time combined with
ring wobble may reduce the likelihood that a good
bond can form. When the opposing force is higher and
MT depolymerization is slowed, there may now be
sufficient time for more bonds to form, albeit, the value
23 is implausibly high, given the presumed geometry of
the moving ring and the well-established geometry of a
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MT. However, 23 and 16 are not greatly different, gi-
ven the uncertainty in some of the experimental values
used here as constraints. An alternative interpretation
of the data is that perhaps in the fast motion at low
force the ring has not yet fully assembled around the
MT, and is partially bound to the lateral MT wall; the
slow motion at high force could then correspond to a
fully assembled ring. This mechanism could explain the
variation in N in the two regimes.

This comparison of the model to the data yields
several results that are somewhat counter-intuitive
and reduce the likelihood that frictional resistance to
ring movement is the sole regulator of chromosome
speed in yeasts. In the high-speed regime, if we as-
sume Fd = 30 pN, then the value of khs we estimate
is consistent with the diffusion data of Volkov et al.,
but the effective number of attachments is surpris-
ingly low. If a device is working as a regulator of
speed, one might expect that the number of attach-
ments would be high in the high-speed regime in or-
der to slow the motion down. Instead, if this
molecular-friction model is correct, then in the low-
speed regime the hopping rate unexpectedly increases
to be four orders of magnitude higher than in the
high-speed case, and at least 2 orders of magnitude
higher than is consistent with the Dam1 diffusion
measurements. Moreover, in the low-speed regime Nls

also increases by an order of magnitude from that in
the high-speed regime. In addition, we note that the
maximal speed measured in the experiments is
~300 nm/s, a factor of 2–5 larger than occurs in yeast
cells. This suggests either that a model of this type
may not be applicable to the data, or that the Dam1
ring alone does not constitute the regulator of mitotic
speeds in yeasts. As stated above, additional MT-
associated proteins may be serving to regulate the rate
at which KMT protofilaments split apart, facilitating
tubulin depolymerization.

We also performed the fit of the molecular-friction
model using the average force of 9 pN as the value of
the depolymerization force Fd. In this case, it is not
possible to fit the data in the low-speed regime where
the applied force is >9 pN, because in that regime the
molecular-friction model would predict no or back-
ward motion. In the high-speed regime, using Fd = 9
pN leads to the estimates Nhs � 2.7 (as above), and khs
� 1.8/s. It is striking that this hopping rate constant is
approximately equal to the value kls � 2.2/s found in
the low-speed regime with Fd = 30 pN. This suggests
an alternate interpretation of the model: perhaps the
maximum depolymerization force exerted by the MT
changes with the interacting state of the ring. We note
however that the hopping rate constant found in this
way is 2–4 orders of magnitude larger than that esti-
mated for the full ring by Volkov et al.

We also considered the possibility that the step size
d could be smaller than the 8-nm tubulin-dimer spac-
ing, either because the connector, like the Ndc80
complex, interacts in a similar way with the a- and b-
tubulin monomers,3 leading to a step size of 4 nm, or
because binding interactions between the connector
and the disordered C-terminal tails of tubulin lead to
an effectively smaller step size.59 Because in our model
the speed of motion is proportional to dko, any de-
crease in the step size d requires an increase in the
hopping rate ko by the same factor to keep the same
speed. Therefore this model can accommodate various
step sizes with corresponding changes in the hopping
rate.

If this model is a reasonable physical description of
the experiments then the comparison of model and
data does suggest the possibility that the nature of the
Dam1 ring’s MT attachment and motion could change
with opposing force. Physically, such a change in
effective number of attachments could result from a
change in the angles accessible to the ring. Perhaps at
low opposing force, where the ring is moving at high
speed, the ring is aligned almost perpendicular to the
MT axis and motion requires the ring to move as a
rigid unit, permitting fewer attachments with the
underlying lattice. When the opposing force is higher,
and the ring is moving more slowly—more
approaching the conditions of free ring diffusion—the
ring can tilt, wobble, and deform, so its individual
subunits behave more independently.

A Model for the Interaction Between a Connector and a
Microtubule

The model we have proposed above is based on
in vitro experiments on Dam1 rings and isolated yeast
kinetochores attached to depolymerizing MTs. This
mechanism is unlikely to apply for a wide range of
organisms, because the genes that encode proteins
similar to Dam1 have not been found outside the
fungi. There might, nonetheless, be an alternative de-
vice that functions in a manner analogous to the Dam1
complex. Currently, the best candidate is the Ska
complex, which binds more tightly to the bent proto-
filaments of tubulin characteristic of a MT end than to
the MT wall.49 When Ska is MT-associated, it also
binds near the N-terminus of Ndc80/Nuf2, the MT-
binding end of the ubiquitous Ndc80 complex. Again,
the tight binding of a MT-interacting complex might
serve as the governor to restrain both anaphase-A and
the rate of KMT depolymerization.

In higher organisms, the force–velocity relation of
chromosome motion may be different than the exponen-
tial form discussed above. Nicklas measured an approxi-
mately linear force–velocity relation for chromosomes
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moving in insect cells,37 where multipleMTs interact with
each kinetochore. Our simple molecular-friction model is
not able to lead to a linear force–velocity relation, even if
multiple MTs interact with the chromosome. To see this,
suppose that we change our model so that we now have
M separate MTs, each with N connectors as above. For
simplicity, assume that the connecting springs are all of
approximately the same length; the net force on each
connector is now F ¼ ðFd � fv� FoÞ=ðNMÞ: The only
change is that the forces have all been divided byM. The
form of the force–velocity relation in Eq. (5) above is
unchanged except for this rescaling of the force, and the
force–velocity relation remains exponential. This sug-
gests that another physical mechanism is necessary to
explain the linear force–velocity relation measured by
Nicklas.

Another plausible mechanism for the regulation of
speed is a more direct physical interaction between the
connector and the MT. The model considered so far
treats tubulin depolymerization as applying a constant
force to the connecting molecule. A more sophisticated
model assumes that the MT end has a fluctuating po-
sition that can interact in various ways with any at-
tached molecule. The motion of the attached molecule
is then determined by the fluctuations of the MT end
and of the connector, as well as their interaction.

Suppose that the end of theMT is at site n (measured
relative to some fixed lab reference) and the depoly-
merization rate is p and the polymerization rate is q. This
corresponds to the end of the MT undergoing a ‘‘hop’’
forward (toward the minus end) at rate p and backward
at rate q (Fig. 4). The connector is at sitem and tends to
hop forward at rate k+ and backward at rate k�. When
the MT end and the connector are close to each other,
they interact. We describe the interaction by a potential
U(m � n) which depends only on the difference
j = m � n. For large separations j� 1 the end and the
connector have no effect on each other, so the coupling
potential tends to zero. However, when j is small the
coupling potential changes the motion of both the MT

end and the connector: U> 0 inhibits the forward (de-
polymerizing) motion of the MT end and increases the
hopping to the right of the connector.

Detailed balance determines how the coupling
potential changes the connector hopping rates. If the
connector hops left (m fi m � 1), the interaction
energy changes from U(j) to U(j � 1). The ratio of
k�(j) to k+(j � 1) therefore satisfies

k�ðjÞ
kþðj� 1Þ ¼

k�
kþ

e�½Uðj�1Þ�UðjÞ�; ð6Þ

where k� and k+ are the rates in the limit j!1 and for
simplicity we are using units where kBT = 1. The
potential also influences MT depolymerization in a
similar way:

pj
qj�1
¼ p

q
e�½Uðj�1Þ�UðjÞ�: ð7Þ

Eqns. (6) and (7) determine only the ratios of the rates.
The energy barrier determines how the individual rates
change. The effect of the energy barrier on the rates
can be represented by a coefficient 0< f< 1:

kþðjÞ ¼ kþe
�f½Uðj�1Þ�UðjÞ�;

k�ðj� 1Þ ¼ k�e
�ðf�1Þ½Uðj�1Þ�UðjÞ�;

qj�1 ¼ qe�f½Uðj�1Þ�UðjÞ�;

pj ¼ pe�ðf�1Þ½Uðj�1Þ�UðjÞ�:

ð8Þ

Smaller values of f imply that the potential changes
predominantly the backward rates, while for large f the
interaction primarily affects the forward rates. Note
that f is the same for MT end motion and connector
hopping since both phenomena involve the same bar-
rier. Further, we emphasize that f = 0 and f = 1 are
physically unrealistic and singular limits.

We do not know a priori the shape of the coupling
potential U(j). We therefore study two simple forms of
U(m � n), subject to the requirements (i) U fi 0 for
m � n (when the MT end and the connector are far
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FIGURE 4. (a) Schematic of the interacting hopping model. The plus end of the microtubule is at site n and can ‘‘hop’’ forward
(toward the minus end) at rate p and backward at rate q. The connector is at site m and hops forward at rate k+ and backward at rate
k2. (b, c) Coupling potentials between the microtubule end and connector. (b) Hard-wall potential. (c) A potential with a step.
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apart, there is no interaction) and (ii) U!1 for n �
m. The motion can then be solved by solving the
master equation for the probability of finding the
system at separation j and midpoint position l, fol-
lowing previous work.4

The simplest form of interaction is a hard-wall
interaction (Fig. 4b), for which it is assumed that some
point on the MT wall acts as a hard wall which blocks
backward motion of the attachment point. For sim-
plicity, we will consider the limit q fi 0, i.e., we ne-
glect fluctuations that repolymerize the MT. We
suppose that the attached molecule hops at some speed
k�ðFoÞ ¼ koe

	cFo as above, where Fo is an opposing
force and c is the force sensitivity of the connector
hopping rates, for simplicity assumed the same for
forward and backward hops. The speed of motion is
then

vhw ¼
koe

�cFo

koecFo þ p
dp ¼ cvd ð9Þ

To simplify the notation to come, we define
c(Fo) = k+(Fo)/(k�(Fo) + p). This has an exponential
dependence on opposing force (Fig. 5).

A more complex form of interaction is to assume a
direct physical interaction between the end of the MT
and the attachedmolecule.A simple form this could take
is to assume a potential ‘‘step’’ of height Uo attached to
the steric hardwall discussed just above (Fig. 4c). This is
assuming a short-range repulsive interaction between

that portion of the MT end and the attached molecule;
this could easily occur if for example the attachment
point could still bind to a slightly curved protofilament,
but with a reduced binding affinity making it energeti-
cally unfavorable to bind in this region. This form of the
interaction alters the motion of the attached molecule,
leading to a speed v1. The result is that

v1 ¼
cþ ð1� cÞe�fUo

cþ ð1� cÞe�Uo
cvd: ð10Þ

While this force–velocity relation is never truly linear,
in some parameter regimes it can appear quite close to
linear. (See Fig. 5.) We chose the MT depolymeriza-
tion parameters assuming that this point on the MT
would, if free, move at a speed vd = 25 nm/s (an
estimated depolymerization rate of MTs in vitro); then
p = vd/d = 3/s. We chose the other parameters to
qualitatively match the data of Nicklas37: the maxi-
mum speed of chromosome motion is ~15 nm/s, and
the maximum force per MT is ~30 pN.

Spindle Interzone Effects

The insect cells in which KMTs continue to poly-
merize at the kinetochores while the chromosomes are
moving poleward are an especially interesting case,
because the temperature dependence of anaphase
speed is defined by the temperature of the zone
between the separating chromosome, implying that
anaphase-A is being driven from behind and permitted
by polar depolymerization of KMTs. Micromanipu-
lation experiments in which K-fibers were cut with a
microneedle at various distances from the pole support
this idea, because a chromosome will continue to move
poleward, so long as >1 lm of K-fiber is left attached
to the kinetochore (Fig. 6).39 These data support a
view that pushing forces from the interzone combine
with the regulation of tubulin dynamics at both kine-
tochore and pole to define the speed of anaphase-A. In

FIGURE 6. During anaphase, sliding forces between anti-
parallel MTs in the interzone (black arrows) might couple to
KMTs (short, black struts), transmitting forces that would
push the chromosome poleward, even if the connection
between KMTs and pole were broken. Redrawn from McIntosh
et al.29

FIGURE 5. Force-velocity relation for the interaction model,
showing predictions for a hard-wall (blue) vs. short-range
repulsive (green) potential. The zero-force microtubule depo-
lymerization parameters shared by both curves are p = 3/s
and d = 8 nm. The other parameters were selected to qualita-
tively match the data of Nicklas37: the maximum speed is
~15 nm/s, and the maximum force per microtubule is ~30 pN.
For the hard-wall potential curve, c = 1.5/pN and ko = 4.7/s. For
the short-range repulsive potential curve, c = 2.25/pN,
ko = 0.38/s, Uo = 5 kBT, and f = 0.1.
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this view, the force acting at the chromosome is a
consequence of drag at the kinetochore as the K-fiber
is pushed poleward from the interzone.15 In this sce-
nario chromosome speed is defined by the nature of
this process, perhaps both by effects of molecular
friction as discussed above and by effects of motors
pushing apart the interzone. These effects would be
interesting to consider in future modeling work.

CONCLUSION

We have reviewed the observations and data on the
speed of chromosome movements in mitosis. Chro-
mosome movements during anaphase-A are believed
to be due to the depolymerization of MTs (which has
typical speeds ~200 nm/s) and the action of motor
proteins (which have typical speeds ~160–1000 nm/s),
yet the speed of chromosome movements are usually
only ~16 nm/s. The slow movements mean that typical
drag forces on chromosomes are low, suggesting that
some other biological factors control the speeds of
anaphase chromosome movements.

Experiments measuring the force–velocity relation-
ship of depolymerizingMTs encircled by aDam1 ring or
a yeast kinetochore coupled to a bead by connectors find
an exponential force–velocity relation with two different
regimes. We considered a molecular-friction model for
this motion, and suggest that the difference in the two
force regimes could be explained by a change in the
effective number of bead-MT attachments with oppos-
ing force. It is likely that a molecular device like a Dam1
ring does impose some regulation on the speed of KMT
depolymerization, and thus of chromosomemotion, but
a close look at this process suggests that this kind of
molecular friction is unlikely to explain all aspects of
chromosome speed regulation. For example, a molecu-
lar-friction model is not able to explain the linear force–
velocity relation for chromosome motion measured in
cells. Amodel of the coupledMT depolymerization and
connector motion positing a short-range repulsive
interaction betweenMT end and connector can in some
cases lead to an approximately linear force–velocity
relation, and may be a component of the physiological
processes that regulate chromosome motion.
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